
Background
Predictive genetic testing holds considerable promise in facilitating preventive healthcare. However, little
is known about the extent to which predictive genetic testing is currently used in the practice of
preventive healthcare. In this study, we investigate the utilisation of genetics by European prevention
centres. For the purpose of this study, prevention centres are defined as ‘organisations whose major
aim is the prevention of any kind’. The objective of this study is to understand whether and to
what extent prevention centres have implemented genetics in their clinical practice and what steps
they are taking to prepare for the anticipated emergence of genome-informed preventive healthcare.
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Methods
This study employed qualitative research methodology. In the first step, we performed a comprehensive
review of the European preventive healthcare landscape. Subsequently, we selected a subset of relevant
prevention centres for a semi-structured interview study. The selected prevention centres were contacted
with the request to nominate a representative for the study. Prior to an interview, each participant
received a preview of the interview topics. The interviews were conducted either via telephone or through
a video call. The interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed, and analysed and coded in MAXQDA
analytical software, following an inductive content analysis approach. The data were treated confidentially
and the transcripts were de-identified to ensure the participants’ anonymity.

This study is part of a master’s thesis project at the University of Luxembourg.

Results
In total, 75 prevention centres were identified, of which 9 had implemented genetics in their clinical
practice. As of May 2020, three interviews have been performed so far, with the study still ongoing. Two
interviewees represented prevention centres located in the Czech Republic, with the third centre being
based in Denmark. All three prevention centres had embraced the use of genetics within their institutions.
Prevention centres varied in their focus areas within preventive healthcare, with the areas of specialisation
spanning women’s health, sports medicine, nutrition, medical tourism and others. 

Preliminary qualitative data analysis of the interview transcripts has identified the following three thematic
content categories: Organisational structure and current practices; Use of genetics; and Engagement with
family members of the patient.
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Table 1. Organisational structures and current practices of the prevention centres
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Prevention centre 1 Prevention centre 2 Prevention centre 3

Area of
specialisation

Patients

Legal status

Relationship
between the patient
and the organisation

Source of patients

International
patients

Involvement in
research

Cardiovascular
diseases
(primary prevention)

Reproduction,
gynaecological
diseases, oncology

Broad (Mental health,
inherited diseases, pain,
cardiovascular diseases,
nutrition)

Public Private Private

Individuals with a known
high risk for developing
an inherited
cardiovascular disease

Individuals planning
pregnancy

Four groups:
1. Individuals with a
 chronic condition who
 had not received
 adequate care through
public health institutions;
2. Mothers and their
young children;
3. Senior executives
interested in general
prevention;
4. Biohackers and other
health enhancement
enthusiasts

Two visits: 
1. Pre-test clinical genetic
consultation;
2. Post-test consultation
and the receipt of results.
(If high risk confirmed,
long term follow up may
be initiated)

Multiple visits to the
centre

Four visits to the
centre

Referrals from physicians
Referrals from physicians,
marketing Patient’s own initiative

Yes (primarily Slovakia)
Yes (primarily Italy,
       Spain, France) Yes (diverse)

Yes Yes Yes



Figure 1. Generalised patient management workflow at the prevention centres
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Table 2. Use of genetics by prevention centres
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Intake
questionnaire Consultation Lab testing Consultation

Intervention
or additional

tests
Follow up

Prevention centre 1 Prevention centre 2 Prevention centre 3

Type of genetic
testing used

Categories of 
genetic testing

Presentation of
genetic results

Main challenges
identified with
respect to the use
of genetic data

Individualised genetic
tests

Individualised genetic
tests, medical check-ups,
confirmatory testing

Personalised check-ups,
functional medicine

Cardiogenetics
Reproductive genetic
testing; carrier screening;
oncogenetics

Nutrigenomics,
pharmacogenomics

Report Report Report

Ethics Ethics,
genetic counselling

Poor information, media,
overgeneralisation,
promising too much, poor
education of doctors,
unwillingness of medical
authorities to embrace
new technologies, lack of
adequate regulatory
oversight, challenges to
effective communication
with the consumer/patient
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Table 3. Engagement with family members of the patient

Prevention centre 1 Prevention centre 2 Prevention centre 3

Family involvement Yes Yes
No (only in entry
questionnaire)

Views on the
importance of family
engagement 

Very important: family
pedigrees, detailed
information about
first-degree relatives,
potential relevance for
family cascade screening

Very important:
segregation analysis 

Family genetics play a
role, but individual
themselves are more
important

Challenges in family
engagement

No major challenges
identified

No major challenges
identified N/A

Conclusion
The main objective of this study is to investigate how prevention centres integrate genetics-related aspects
into their practice. The preliminary findings indicate that there is an overall positive perception of the use
of genetics among preventive healthcare professionals. However, as of May 2020, the sample size of this
study remains limited. Subsequent interviews - particularly with representatives of the European prevention
centres that do not yet utilise genetics - may lead to the identification of different insights.
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